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This would imply, that if the 'complete' fungus deserves generic isolation, it should receive 
another name, validated by a description comprising details on the basidia, as opposed to the 
conidiophores. 

It is not easy and perhaps not desirable to press for a rule that would take care of the 
category of names examplified by Examples 1-4, but if it were to be formulated it might 
run more or less as follows. 

PROPOSAL 195.-Add to Art. 59 the following Note. 
Note. When an author overlooks, or ignores or denies the existence of, one state when 

publishing the name of a new taxon for another, imperfect, state of the same species, then 
that name must be taken as exclusively based on the described state. 

Example: The name Asterophora Ditm. ex Fr. was emphatically introduced for 
fruitbodies characterized by a certain type of secondary spores without taking into due 
consideration the part producing basidiospores, hence, it is to be regarded as a name 
based on that particular imperfect state. 
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DESCRIPTION, DIAGNOSIS, 
DEFINITION AND VALID PUBLICATION 

A. A. Bullock (Kew) 

Although it is not possible to make rules concerning either the length or content of the 
description of a taxonomic unit required to satisfy the Rules relative to the valid 
publication of names, such descriptions clearly ought to satisfy a number of conditions 
which can be more or less objectively determined. Such conditions are implicit in the 
Code, but since they have never been stated a situation has arisen in which competent 
nomenclaturists find themselves in disagreement as to how the term description ought to 
be applied. The result is disagreement also in regard to the date of valid publication of 
certain names. 

Ross (Taxon 7: 262-3.1958) has already advocated the substitution of the term 
definition (delinitio) for description (descriptio) and diagnosis wherever the two latter 
words occur in the code, whilst to Article 32 he has suggested the addition of the follow- 
ing Note, which sought to define the term itself: "A definition is a statement intended 
to indicate the character or characters by which a taxon is to be distinguished". The 
italics are mine, but it is clear that Ross wished to stress the importance of the intention 
of the author to describe a taxonomic unit and to do so in such a way as to distinguish 
it from all other (known) units of the same rank. In other words, he was concerned that 
the description should be definitive and uniquely applicable to a particular taxonomic 
unit. 

One of the main differences between the circumscription method of nomenclature, - 
universal until the closing years of the last century and finally abandoned in 1930, - and 
the now universal type method, is that the former method relied upon descriptions, 
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whilst the latter is dependent upon specimens (or substitutes for specimens). Many 
botanists now tend to overlook the importance of the description which is still required 
to ensure valid publication of names; descriptions may be faulty, incomplete or at least 
lacking important details, whilst the specimen (it is hoped) supplies everything in- 
controvertibly. It is unfortunate that very many descriptions are inadequate for identi- 
fication purposes; many also are inaccurate due to either faulty observation or misuse 
of technical terms. 

The deficiencies of a description in relation to its practical value as an aid to 
identification has often led to the acceptance, for the purposes of valid publication, of 
printed matter which does not satisfy the basic requirements of unique application and 
distinctiveness, and which furthermore was not intended by the author to pass for a 
distinguishing description. As an example may be quoted the publication by Robert 
Brown (1826) of the name Erythrophleum. The "diagnostic" characters mentioned by 
Brown were sufficient only to place the genus in its correct taxonomic position and were 
not intended to do more than this. They were characters shared by Erythrophleum 
amongst other genera recognised by Brown; they did not serve in any way to describe 
the genus as an entity distinct from them. Nevertheless, Brenan's proposal (Taxon 9: 193. 
1960) to conserve Erythrophleum has been challenged as being unnecessary on the 
plea that Brown's remarks were sufficient to allow them as a description in the sense 
of the Code. 

In this particular case, Brown was treating Erythrophleum a genus known to him from 
a specimen so named by Afzelius and first mentioned as of uncertain affinity in his 
appendix to Tuckey's "Congo" (p. 430. 1818). The fact of the name having been given 
by Afzelius, according to the practise of the time, absolved Brown from publishing a 
formal description before making use of it. 

Relevant to this topic also is the discussion which resulted in the present citation of 
Suaeda Forsskail ex Scopoli (1777) in the list of nomina conservanda (see Brenan, Taxon 
3: 65. 1954 and Rickett, Taxon 7: 189. 1958). That there must always be difficulty in 
deciding what is the minimum text required for a description to satisfy the rules con- 
cerning valid publication is admitted; it must be clear also that some definitive guidance 
should be incorporated in the Code. It is therefore proposed that the proposal by Ross 
cited above should be debated at the forthcoming Congress (Edinburgh 1964). (Pro- 
posal 196). 

PROPOSALS ON BOTANICAL NOMENCLATURE 

F. MISCELLANEOUS NOMENCLATURAL MATITERS 

Maxwell S. Doty and Charles H. Lamoureux* 

During every other spring semester the 
Botany Department of the University of Hawaii 
conducts a nomenclature seminar each week for 
a period of about four months. During these 
meetings a large number of nomenclature cases 
are considered as well as various fundamental, 
classical and special aspects of botanical no- 

menclature and the relationship of nomen- 
clature to taxonomy. 

From these seminars there have arisen three 
concepts concerning systematic botany: taxon- 
omy is the practical art of circumscribing and 
delimiting taxa; phylogeny is the study of the 
interrelationships among organisms; and no- 
menclature is a formal discipline, a jurispruden- 
tial activity, that guides the selection of the 
symbols by which we communicate, i.e., the 
names of the taxa used. At the present time, of 

*) Department of Botany, University of Ha- 
wait, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. 
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